I. INTRODUCTION
Discrete Event Systems (DES) appear in many applications in manufacturing systems [I] , computer and communication systems [4] and are often described by the Petri Net formalism. Emed-Event Graphs (TEG) are Timed Petri Nets in which all places have single upstream and single downstream transitions and appropriately model DES characterized by delay and synchronization phenomena. TEG can be described by linear equations in the dioid algebra [Zf. [Si and this fact has permitted many important achievements on the control of DES modelled by TEG 151. [6] , [IO] . TEG control problems are usually stated in a Just-in-time context. The design goal is to achieve some performance while minimizing intemal stocks. In 161 linear closed-loop controllers synthesis are given in a model matching objective, i.e., a given reference model describes the desired performance limits, then the goal is to compute a feedback controller in order to obtain a closedloop behavior as close as possible to the reference model and to delay as much as possible the inputs in the system. This paper aims at designing robust feedback controller when the system includes some parametric uncertainties which can he described by intervals. Intervals allow to describe TEG with number of tokens andor time delays, which are assumed to vary between known bounds. Assuming that there exists a lower and an upper bound to a specification set, the synthesis yields a controller set which guarantees that the closed loop system behavior is both greater than the lower bound of the specification set and lower than the upper bound of this same set'. Controller synthesis is obtained by considering residuation theory which allows the inversion of mapping 'From TEC point of view it is i) sec of robust controller which ensures that the controlled system is both slower than a reference model (described as a TEG) and faster than another one.
defined over ordkred sets, and interval analysis which is known to be efficient to characterize set of robust controllers in a guaranteed way [8] .
The next Section introduces algebraic tools on dioid and residuation theory. Section 3 is devoted to a dioid of intervals I(D) and mapping inversion over I(!D Section 6 presents an illustrative example.
DlolDs A N D RESIDUATION
A dioid D is a set endowed with two intemal operations denoted @ (addition) and 0 (multiplication), both associative and both having neutral elements denoted E and e respectively, such that c€ is also commutative and idempotent (i.e. a @ a = a 
where Id is the identity mapping respectively on ID and E. and show that idempotent interval mathematics appears to be remarkably simpler than its traditional analog. Below, we state that residuated theory ha5 a natural extension in dioid of intervals. 
J I I . DIOID AND INTERVAL MATHEMATICS

A. Interval arithmeric in dioid
Iv. INTERVAL ARITHMETIC AND TIMED EVENT GRAPHS
A. Modelization of TEG in doids First, we recall that a TEG'(without uncertainty) can he seen as a linear discrete event dynamical system by using 60me dioid algebras. By associating with each transition xi a dater function {xi(k)})Ez, wherexi(k) is the date of the Ph firing of transition xi, it is possible to ohtain a linear state representation in dioid z, , , .
For instance, the daters function associated to the transitions of the TEG given in fig. 1 verify the following relations :
An analogous transform to z-transform (used to represent discrete-time trajectories in classical theory) can be introduced to represent the firing trajectories of a TEG. Indeed, one can represent a dater {x(k)}rsz by its y-transform which is defined as the following formal power series : X(y) = @xczx(k)f, Variable y may also he regarded as the backward shift operator in event domain (formally, y*(k) =x(k-1).
For the TEG depicted fig. 1 , the y-transform of dater functions verify the following relations : (9) and (10) are such that A E A E 1 (%,,,,)""", B E B E 1 (~, , , ) " " p and C E C E 1 (%,,,)""", each entry of matrices A, B, C are intervals with hounds in dioid with only non-negative exponents and coefficients integer values.
For the TEG given fig. 2 , we obtain the following represen- The objective of the robust feedback synthesis is to compute a controller F which imposes a desired behavior (a specification) to the uncertain system. The problem addressed here consists in computing the greatest i?terval (in the sense of the order relation j,(%-,), denoted F, which guarantees that the behavior of the closed loop system is lower than G,</ E I (z,,,..)'"" (a specification defined as an interval) for all H E H. Formally the problem consists in computing the upper bound of the following set {FE 1 (%")pxq
Proposition 2 shows that this problem admits a solution for
Proposition 2: Let MH be the mapping some reference models. this means that for all number of tokens and holding time belonging to the given interval the closed loop system will be in the specification interval. 
VI. EXAMPLE : OUTPUT FEEDBACK SYNTHESIS
We describe a complete synthesis of a controller for the uncertain TEG depicted with solid black lines in Fig. 3 . The reference model chosen is where This specification means that not more than two tokens can input in the TEG at the same moment. We refer the reader to [6] for a discussion about reference model choice.
We aim at computing the greatest interval of robust controllers which keep the same objective. According to Proposition 2 and solution (15). the controller is obtained by computing H+G,e/+H.
Therefore we obtain
For the realization of that controller it is necessary to choose one feedback in the set F. Here we choose the lower bound of this set. Indeed, the lower bound of the set will enable Figure 5 shows the interval of transfer in which the real transfer is assumed evolving, and the interval of the specification in which the closed loop system will evolve in a guaranteed way.
Remark 5: The reader can find software tools in order to handle periodic series and solve the illustration (see [12] ).
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have assumed that the TEG includes some parametric uncertainties in a bounded context. We have given a robust feedback controller synthesis which ensures that the closed-loop system transfer is in a given interval for all feasible values for the parameters. The next step is .to extend this work to other control structure such as the one given in [ I 11. The traditional interval theory is very effective for parameter estimation, it would be interesting to apply the results of this paper to the TEG parameter estimation such as intended in 171.
